We describe a multi-color microfluidic dye laser operating in whispering gallery mode based on a train of alternating droplets containing solutions of different dyes; this laser is capable of switching the wavelength of its emission between 580 nm and 680 nm at frequencies up to 3.6 kHz-the fastest among all dye lasers reported; it has potential applications in on-chip spectroscopy and flow cytometry.
the drops, which have an index of refraction higher than that of the carrier liquid, are optical microcavities; light emitted from the dyes is confined and amplified in the drops by total internal reflection. Minimization of surface energy between the drop and the carrier fluid causes the surface of the drop to be optically smooth; optical loss due to scattering by the surface is, therefore, minimal.
The main advantage of this system is the capability for high-speed generation and switching of droplets containing different dyes (frequencies up to 100 kHz, or switching times of 10 microseconds) 4, 5 over a large spectral range (>100 nm). The switching times of other microfluidic dye lasers are typically more than hundreds of milliseconds, since these lasers are usually limited by mass transport (different solutions of dyes must be injected into the region where optical pumping occurs to produce a change in lasing wavelength 6, 7 ), or by the speed of mechanical actuation. 8 The rapid switching between lasing wavelengths that we describe here has the potential to be useful for high-throughput on-chip spectroscopy, and for flow cytometry; in both applications, multiple lasing (or amplified stimulated emission) frequencies are necessary for the excitation of different fluorescent labels. 9 We fabricated the microfluidic channel in PDMS using conventional soft lithography. 10 The microfluidic system has two functional parts: droplet generators and region for optical excitation (Fig. 1 ). For simplicity, we caused the droplets to be generated in alternation, rather than switching them actively, but active switching is a known methodology at frequencies up to 4 kHz. 11 We used two T-junctions that share the same main channel for the generation of droplets containing two different solutions of dyes. The alternation of droplets from these two opposing T-junctions was spontaneous at the rates of flow that we were using:
12,13 when a drop was forming from one T-junction, the resistance of the main channel increased, and hindered the advance of the fluid thread from the other T-junction. The pinch-off of the fluid thread from the T-junction accelerated the advance of the fluid in the opposing T-junction. The fluid threads from the two T-junctions therefore broke up in alternation. Fig. 1 a) shows a schematic diagram of the droplet laser. It consisted of two opposing T-junctions, and allowed spontaneous generation of droplets containing dyes 1 and 2 in alternation. The width of the channels at the T-junctions was 20 mm. The channel expanded in width to 50 mm downstream. The height of the channel (in the z-direction) was 40 mm. The droplets were optically excited downstream by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG directed perpendicular to the plane of the microchannel (in the z-direction). The optical output from the drops was collected through an objective behind the channel in the same direction as the pump beam (z-direction). See Fig. S1 for details on setup. † b) shows a snapshot of the device generating drops containing rhodamine 560 (pink) and oxazine 720 (purple) respectively, from a movie recorded with a colored chargecoupled device (CCD) camera. The drops downstream appear slightly smeared and distorted from perfect spheres because they were moving at rates faster than the capture rate of the camera (30 frames per second). We used oxazine 720 here for visual clarity of alternating droplet generation because its color was distinctly different from that of rhodamine 560. The color of rhodamine 640 was very similar to (and indistinguishable from) that of rhodamine 560 in the movies recorded with our CCD camera.
The width of the channels at the T-junctions was 20 mm. The main channel widened to 50 mm downstream to ensure that the drops were close to spherical in shape, 14 and that they did not contact the wall of the PDMS channel. The height of the channel was about 40 mm. We used drops with diameters between 20 and 40 mm. Bigger drops (>80 mm) tend to deform and split into smaller drops at higher shear rates. We used frequencies of generation between 25 Hz and 3600 Hz. The carrier fluid was driven by a syringe pump at fixed volumetric rates of flow. The disperse phase was driven by compressed nitrogen at fixed pressures. We found that pressure-driven flow for the disperse phase gave greater stability in the frequency of droplet formation than did active pumping using a syringe pump.
The drops contained solutions of dyes possessing absorption spectra that overlap at 532 nm, and fluorescence spectra that differ significantly from each other. A single excitation source at 532 nm can therefore be used to pump multiple dyes to generate different emission wavelengths. We focus on rhodamine 560 and rhodamine 640 in this paper for the demonstration of principle because they are among the most efficient dyes commonly used for dye lasers. 15, 16 We used benzyl alcohol (refractive index n D ¼ 1.54, viscosity m ¼ 8 mPa-s) as solvent because it has a higher index of refraction than many other liquids, and is a good solvent for the dyes:
17 a higher contrast in index between the drop and its surrounding medium provides a better confinement of light inside the drop, and results in a higher optical quality factor and a lower threshold power needed to achieve lasing due to reduced radiative loss than drops possessing lower refractive indices.
18
We used HFE-7500 (C 7 F 15 OC 2 H 5 , refractive index n D ¼ 1.29, viscosity m ¼ 1.24 mPa-s) purchased from 3M as the continuous phase. We included 0.18% (by weight) of a proprietary fluorosurfactant supplied by Raindance Technologies to prevent coalescence of the drops. 19 Other liquids, and other methods of generating (and sorting) drops can also be used, so long as the generation of drops is stable, and so long as the contrast in refractive index is high enough for lasing action in whispering gallery mode.
For optical excitation of the dyes, we used a pulsed, frequencydoubled Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm as the pump. Each droplet formed a micro-cavity for confinement of light emitted from the dyes (n D, droplet ¼ 1.54; n D, carrier ¼ 1.29). In micro-spherical cavities, light is confined by total internal reflections at the interface between the microsphere and its surrounding medium, and is concentrated in the whispering gallery modes (WGMs). The positions (or wavelengths) of these modes are dependent on the geometry of the micro-cavity (or, the diameter of a spherical micro-cavity), and the contrast in the refractive index between the cavity and the surrounding medium only.
18 Microdroplets, with their molecularly smooth surfaces and small sizes, are ideal optical microcavities, and have been used to make low-threshold lasers and ultrasensitive optical sensors. 20 To characterize lasing from drops containing solutions of dyes, we varied the pump pulse energy from 0.01 to 100 J-cm
À2
. The pulse width was about 20 ns. The pump beam was focused at the microchannel with a beam diameter around 30 mm. In our setup, lasing light from the drops emitted in all directions. We collected the optical output from the drops using a 10Â objective normal to the plane of the microchannel (in the z-direction). 21 The light was coupled to a spectrometer or photodiodes for characterization.
We actively synchronized the drops with the pump pulses to avoid the problem that drops would be unevenly excited if we used pump pulses at a fixed repetition rate. See Supplementary Fig. S1 for details. † Fig. 2a shows the output intensities from 36 mm-droplets containing 5-mM solutions of rhodamine 560 (''R560'') and rhodamine 640 (''R640'') in benzyl alcohol as a function of input pulse energy. The threshold for lasing was about 1 mJ per pulse. Fig. 2b ,c show the lasing spectra from these drops at an excitation pulse energy of 0.25 mJ, superimposed on their broad fluorescence spectra at input energy below the lasing threshold. Lasing occurred in the longer wavelength regions of the emission spectra of the dyes, where absorption of light from the dyes was smaller. The drops supported multi-mode lasing at the excitation power we used. 22 The emission from droplets of R560 ranged from 582 nm to 594 nm; while that from droplets of R640 ranged from 670 nm to 690 nm. Each mode had a full width at half maximum around 0.3 nm. The resolution of the spectrometer was 0.1 nm. Fig. 3a shows the switching of lasing wavelengths as a function of time. We highlighted parts of the spectra corresponding to lasing from R560 in blue ($570-595 nm), and that from R640 in red ($665-695 nm). The switching time between the two colors was about 30 ms. The cluster of lasing peaks shifted in wavelength AE2 nm from drop to drop (Fig. 3b) . Detailed analysis of the mode structure is beyond the scope of this paper (also see p.5 of supplementary information for more discussion †); but we believe this shift was due to slight changes in the radius of the drops. If we assume the polydispersity of droplets is 1%-a number typical of drops generated using T-junctions or flow-focusing devices the drops), and oscillations in the shape of the drop, were likely to be negligible at the rates of flow that we used.
18,24,25
Since the maximum acquisition rate of our spectrometer was limited to about 130 Hz, we used two photodiodes (bandwidth up to GHz) mounted with different filters (<600 nm for R560, and >650 nm for R640) for characterization of the switching between the two lasing wavelengths at high speeds (>130 Hz). Fig. 4a shows the output from the two photodiodes normalized to the excitation intensity as a function of time. The switching time between the colors was about 0.85 ms, corresponding to a switching speed of 1.18 kHz.
26
We also acquired the lasing spectra separately (Fig. S2) . † The excitation pulse energy was 1.1 mJ.
We observed that t 1 , the time to switch from R560 to R640 (t 1 $ 0.83 ms), was always shorter than t 2 , the time to switch from R640 to R560 (t 2 $ 0.86 ms). Fig. 4b shows a histogram for the distribution of different switching times for data recorded over 1.3 seconds (1558 drops). In movies taken with a fast camera (10 000 frames per second) (Fig. 4b insets) , we observed that the drops moved in groups of two: x 1 , distance from a R560 drop to the following R640 drop, was slightly shorter than x 2 , distance from a R640 drop to the following R560 drop. This grouping originated from the generation of the drops at the T-junctions. The variation in the intensity of lasing (normalized to the pump intensity) was about 3.9% for R560, and 9% for R640, for data recorded for 1558 drops. While we are still investigating the origin of this variation in lasing intensity, we suspect it is due to small changes in the radius or speed of the drops.
The switching time between the lasing wavelengths is determined solely by the speed at which the drops pass through the optical excitation region; this speed depends on the rate of generation of the drops in the simple microfluidic design here. The alternation in the generation of the two types of drops from two opposing T-junctions has been characterized using the capillary number,
where u c and h c are the speed of flow and viscosity of the continuous phase, g is the interfacial tension between the drop and the continuous phase). 12 Briefly, for Ca < 0.001, coalescence between the two disperse phases occurs. For 0.001 < Ca < 0.05, the drops break off in alternation in the squeeze regime. For 0.05 < Ca < 0.13, the drops still alternate in break-off. The break-off is in the dripping regime, however, and the size of the drops is smaller than the width of the main channel at the junction. For Ca > 0.13, shear dominates over interfacial tension; instead of forming drops at the T-junctions, the fluids flow in parallel or laminar streams. We estimate a maximum switching rate of 2.2 kHz (at Ca ¼ 0.05) or 5.7 kHz (at Ca ¼ 0.13) for 20-mm drops with the liquids and geometry of channel we used.
27 Our system achieved a maximum rate of switching between the two types of drops at 3.63 kHz (where the carrier fluid flowed at 400 mL h
À1
, and we applied 1 psi to the disperse phase) before the fluids started Fig. 3 a) shows the switching in lasing wavelengths from alternate drops (25 mm in diameter) containing 5 mM solutions of rhodamine 560 (highlighted in blue) and rhodamine 640 (highlighted in red) in benzyl alcohol as a function of time. b) shows the same spectra in a) overlaid on top of each other; this presentation shows the spectral shifts from droplet to droplet better than a) does. The rate of flow of the carrier fluid was 60 mL h À1 . The pressure applied to the disperse phase was 0.7 psi. The excitation pulse energy was 2.8 mJ. The resolution of the spectrometer was 0.3 nm. Fig. 4 a) Output voltage from photodiodes normalized to the pump intensity for wavelengths <600 nm (corresponding to lasing of drops of rhodamine 560 ''R560''), and >650 nm (corresponding to lasing of drops of rhodamine 640 ''R640'') respectively as a function of time. The rate of flow of the carrier fluid was 200 mL h À1 . The pressure applied to the disperse phase was 1 psi. b) shows a histogram showing the distribution of switching times between consecutive drops of R560 and R640. t 1 and t 2 are the times to switch from a R560 drop to a R640 drop, and vice versa. The bin size for the histogram is 20. Inset (ii) shows a snapshot of a movie of the droplets flowing in the microchannel. Inset (i) shows the scheme for this snapshot. x 1 and x 2 are the distances from a R560 drop to the next R640 drop, and from a R640 drop to the next R560 drop respectively. flowing in laminar streams. The generation of the drops was already in the dripping regime, however. The variation in the lasing intensity from the drops was larger (12% for R560, and 16% for R640); this larger variation was probably caused by a wider distribution in the size of the drops generated compared with the case when the generation was in the squeeze regime (< 2 kHz). It is possible to achieve higher speed of switching, by using liquids with a lower ratio of viscosity to interfacial tension h c g , or by using smaller droplets or channels with smaller dimensions. The drawback of using even smaller drops is the increased radiative loss of light from the drops;
18 a higher excitation power will be necessary to achieve lasing. We have demonstrated a small, on-chip multi-color laser based on whispering-gallery-mode lasing from dye-containing droplets generated in a microfluidic channel. We have only shown the switching of two colors; switching among more colors should be possible using other geometries of droplet generators. 28 Further broadening of the spectral range of our laser should also be possible by using UV excitation, and energy transfer between two or more dyes per drop, for example. Lasing from the drops is multi-modal; it has been shown, however, that single-mode lasing is possible using smaller drops, if high spectral purity is desired.
2 Our current way of coupling light produced by lasing from the drops into the detector is not ideal, and although we have not measured the output power and efficiency of our system, we suspect it is very low. Better coupling techniques (such as incorporation of a tapered waveguide in the channel) 29 should improve the optical output coupling efficiency.
The advantages of our system include its high rate of switching between different wavelengths-this high speed of switching (up to 3.6 kHz) is made possible only in microfluidic droplet-based systems; and small volume of drops which allows low consumption rate of fluids (<1 mL h À1 ), and extended period of operation. Since each drop is excited once only, undesirable phenomena such as photobleaching can be avoided. The dyes in the drops are always isolated from the PDMS wall by the carrier fluid; this isolation prevents dye molecules from partitioning into PDMS and increasing the background fluorescence over time. Furthermore, since this droplet-based laser is formed inside microfluidic channels, cofabrication 30 and pre-alignment of this light source to other functional fluidic elements is simple.
The primary limitation of this system is the need for a bulky external laser for the excitation of dyes. With higher contrast in the index of refraction between the droplets and the carrier fluid, and better coupling of light into and out of the droplets, the threshold of lasing should decrease further. It should be possible, then, to use a lower power on-chip semiconductor laser as a source of excitation.
Although the speed of switching between different colors of emission in our system is slow compared to semiconductor lasers (>GHz), it is higher than any existing dye lasers, and should meet the demands of applications that do not require fast switching, such as in-channel illumination for optical characterization of analytes or cells, 31 and on-chip flow cytometry or fluorescence activated cell sorting that require multiple excitation wavelengths. Further modification of the current system can also be used for label-free, intra-cavity sensing by quenching of lasing or shifting the lasing wavelengths. 32, 33 not measure the exact shape of our drops given the resolution of our imaging system was only about 4 microns, we do not believe there was any source that would introduce systematic oscillations to the shape of the drops as a function of time. 26 The lifetime of the dye molecule's excited state should be about 5 ns, 16 and the lifetime in the droplet cavity should be <0.6 ps. 18 The pulse width of each droplet lasing peak in Fig. 4a , should therefore be limited by that of the pump pulse width ($20 ns). The acquisition rate of our computer (using Labview FPGA module) was only 200 kHz (i.e. time between each sampling was 5 ms), which was too low to sample the lasing pulses ($20 ns long), in the form of voltage output from the photodiodes, directly. The circuit we used to amplify the voltage from the photodiodes introduced a resistivecapacitive (RC) decay time of about 300 ms to each spike in voltage. This relatively long decay time was sufficient for the computer to sample and acquire the lasing pulses at 200 kHz. It was also possible to use an oscilloscope (acquisition rate up to 10 GHz) to sample the lasing pulses. The maximum length of data that could be recorded was limited to a few microseconds, however; this made analysis of switching behavior between the drops for extended period of time difficult.
